Member Services Board: More Services for ComSoc Members!
Interview with Ricardo Veiga, Director of Member Services

by Stefano Bregni, Global Communications Newsletter
Editor-in-Chief, Director Conference Operations, and Ricardo Veiga, Director of Member Services

This is the first article in a series of eight, which will be published monthly in the IEEE ComSoc Global Communications Newsletter and will cover all areas of IEEE ComSoc Member and Global Activities (MSA). In this series of articles, I introduce and interview the Vice-President and the five Directors on the MSA Council, namely Member Services (MS), and AP, NA, LA, EMEA Regional Directors, as well as the two Chairs of the Women in Communications Engineering (WICE) and Young Professionals (YP) Standing Committees. In each interview, one by one they will present their sector’s activities and plans.

In this issue, I interview Ricardo Veiga, Member of the ComSoc Board of Governors (BoG) as Director of Member Services. I also interviewed Ricardo in 2020, as this is his second term as Director of MS. I feel thrilled to hear what news he will report, because he is a very active Director and is known to be very prolific in new ideas to develop ComSoc membership.

I must add that this interview is also a big personal pleasure for me. I met Ricardo for the first time almost 20 years ago, when he was serving as ComSoc Director of the Latin American Region (2004–2005) and I was preparing one of my first Distinguished Lecturer Tours. For my first experience as ComSoc Distinguished Lecturer, I chose Latin America. It is a memory that will never fade away.

Ricardo is an associate professor at Universidad de Buenos Aires and responsible for Planning and Management Control in the Faculty of Engineering. He has also been working in the communications industry for 25 years, participating in several startup companies.

He was a member of the ComSoc BoG as Member-at-Large, and Regional Director. He also served as Chair of the ComSoc Argentina Chapter, and under his leadership his chapter received the Chapter Achievement Award. He also received the ComSoc Latin America Region Distinguished Service Award, the IEEE RAB Achievement Award, and the IEEE Third Millennium Medal, among others.

Stefano: Hello Ricardo! This 2022–2023 is your second term as ComSoc Director for Member Services after your first in the previous two years. You have been serving during one of the most difficult times ever experienced not just by IEEE ComSoc, but by all of humanity in the last century if we exclude the World Wars.

Everything happened right after we began our previous term, 2020–2021. (I served as Vice President Conferences then.) I still remember our discussion at the ComSoc Management Retreat in January 2020, on how to improve ComSoc services to members, what to give more and better, what new initiatives to launch. However, the COVID pandemic disrupted all plans. Uncertainty became the rule.

Ricardo: As you have pointed out, we have to face uncertainty at our best. Let me explain what we did and what we are planning to do.

During the last two years all of humanity was stressed by changing “do business as usual” to “think and do quickly in a different way.” Actually, I am used to living in an environment where uncertainty is the rule, not the exception. Perhaps it helped me to understand the situation more readily.

Our team adjusted as such and focused on fulfilling members’ needs regardless of their location. We have strategized and then implemented specific programs within the scope of our mission, which finally allowed us to grow up to 30,000 ComSoc members last February 2022. With our new Member Services Board, we are planning the implementation of new programs that build on the success and lessons learned from those completed in 2020–2021.

Stefano: Would you please summarize what the Member Services Board is and what its activities are?

Ricardo: As stated in its Charter, the Member Services Board (MSB) is responsible for the oversight of all services and programs addressed to members and chapters, and oriented to membership retention and development all over the world. In particular, this Board is responsible for developing and providing individual-level membership services globally.

The MS Board is responsible for developing and offering programs, and member activities to:

• Promote community development and activities of common interest
• Engage young members and support leadership development
• Promote professional development

All of these programs and activities are handled in collaboration with the four ComSoc Regional Directors from Asia/Pacific (AP), Tomoaki Ohtsuki; Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA), Luca Foschini; Latin America (LA), Andrés Navarro; and North America (NA), Fawzi Behmann. Of course, Trish Jaraicie, Cindy Tiritilli, Carol Cronin, and Bruce Worthman, among other members of ComSoc staff, are also key pillars for the success of these programs.

Stefano: What did you and the Board do during the past year?

Ricardo: In 2021 we worked in two main directions: a) consolidate the growth from the previous year, and b) analyze and design new products and services.

Although 2020 was challenging, we adapted very quickly to the new environment. We changed our excellent and long-standing Distinguished Lecturers Tour (DLT) program to a virtual one, for example. This program, aimed at giving lectures by a Distinguished Lecturer (DL) at three different chapters or locations at least during the tour, was changed to virtual lectures that were organized by the local chapters and shared with other members around the world. It was called the Virtual Distinguished Lecturers (VDL) program, and we developed more than 170+ sessions in both 2020 and 2021, being the largest VDL program across all of IEEE.

We also organized the Membership Value Research Congress to gain insights into essential products and services members and potential members need. More than 50 chapter chairs participated in this Congress.
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Activities of the IEEE Comsoc Turkey Chapter
By Tuncer Baykas, Mertcan Kuzan, Simge Tumkaya, Gokcenaz Ozgel, Huseyn Emre Akguc, IEEE Comsoc Turkey Chapter

The coronavirus pandemic, which started in 2020, has brought significant restrictions in Turkey as it did all over the world. One such restriction was that universities had to switch to online learning. Because of this, in 2021 both the IEEE Comsoc Turkey Chapter and the IEEE Comsoc Student Branches had to organize their events, tutorials, workshops, and competitions online.

IEEE Comsoc Turkey organized competitions and events that could serve many young people. One such event, which was co-organized with IEEE Young Professionals Turkey, was the Scientific Paper Writing for Communications Engineer Workshop, taught by associate professor Ertugrul Basar of Koc University, who received the Comsoc Best Young Researcher in the Middle East, Europe and Africa Award in 2021 moderated by IEEE Comsoc Turkey Chair Tuncer Baykas and IEEE Young Professionals Turkey Chair Omer Melih Gul.

IEEE Comsoc Turkey Student Branches held numerous events in 2021, and the biggest one of these was the 4th Comsoc Turkey Boot Camp. Online lectures were given by renowned tech companies such as Huawei, Turk Telekom, Argela, and NetRD during the two-day event. Another event organized by IEEE Turkey Comsoc in 2021 was the IoT Webinar. The webinar was given by Ericsson Turkey’s Deputy General Manager. The last event of the year, Radiothon, was co-organized with IEEE Manisa Celal Bayar University.

Meanwhile, the Student Branches continued to organize their own events. Besides two panels and two conferences, many tutorials and workshops were organized by Istanbul Technical University.

One of the conferences held this year was the 12th Annual Communications Week, which aims to introduce students to Comsoc and inform students about the communications industry. Another conference held by the IEEE ITU Comsoc Chapter was TECH, an event co-organized with WIE, which was about gender equality and recent developments in the communications industry. Another event, Future on The Line, was held online from May 22–23. In the event, topics such as 5G VoIP and Vehicle to Everything were covered. The last event organized by the IEEE ITU Comsoc Chapter in 2021 was the Electronics and Communications Panel, in which experts from both industries were invited to talk about their respective fields.

The newest Comsoc Student Chapter was founded at Istanbul University-Cerrahpasa in 2021. After its establishment, the chapter organized various workshops, such as Quantum Communications Workshop by associate professor Suayb Arslan. Another work-
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IEEE Cankaya University ComSoc Chapter also organized various events in 2021. Gokhan Kalem from Turkcell was interviewed about the development of 5G technology in Turkey and the world. Also, a MATLAB tutorial was given by Erkam Cankaya from Figes Engineering.

IEEE Gazi University ComSoc Chapter organized training on Linux and MATLAB besides organizing conferences. MATLAB training, co-organized with RAS, was given by Koc University research assistant Burak Ozpoyraz and was given via Zoom, and Linux training was broadcast live on YouTube. The Career Adventures conference was held online due to COVID-19 restrictions and was about topics like amateur radio, 5G, IoT technology, and new trends.

IEEE Tekirdag Namik Kemal University Comsoc Chapter organized the 3rd COM101 event on YouTube. In this event, important organizations such as NASA, Ericsson and Turkcell were invited to talk about topics like 5G, smart search systems, cybersecurity, and space technologies.

The five prominent panelists were Bernard Barani, (European Commission), Symeon Chatzinotas (University of Luxembourg), Georgios Z. Papadopoulos (IMT Atlantique in Rennes, France), Aggeliki Sgora (Ionian University, Greece), and Dionysis Xenakis (Fogus Innovations and Services P.C., Greece).

A summary of the YP program is below. More information about both Panel Sessions can be found in the conference program (https://meditcom2021.ieee-meditcom.org/program/young-professionals-session).

YP PANEL SESSION 1: “EXPLORING EXCITING CAREER PATHS FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS”

This Panel aimed to inspire young professionals by interacting with speakers from industry and academia, all of them successful professionals under 40 years old.

The panel discussion mainly focused on topics such as “Industry Talks to Young Engineers & Scientists,” “The Long Journey through PhD to Research and Academia,” and “Involvement of Young Researchers with Research Activities.”

The five exceptional panelists were Diomidis Michalopoulos (Nokia, Germany), Charalampos Z. Patrikakis (University of West Attica, Greece), Georgios Z. Papadopoulos (IMT Atlantique in Rennes, France), Aggeliki Sgora (Ionian University, Greece), and Dionysis Xenakis (Fogus Innovations and Services P.C., Greece).

YP PANEL SESSION 2: “5G TOWARDS 6G: WHAT CAN WE EXPECT?”

This Panel featured a discussion on the issues related to the current pitfalls of 5G as well as the expected challenges of the transition from 5G to 6G in the coming years. The Panel discussion mainly focused on the topics of current deployment of 5G networks, the pitfalls of 5G, as well as challenges and applications of 6G.

The five outstanding panelists were Bernard Barani, (European Commission), Symeon Chatzinotas (University of Luxembourg), Merouane Debbah (Technology Innovation Institute, Abu Dhabi), and Panagiotis Demestichas (WINGS ICT Solutions, Greece).
The Scientific Initiation Day (Jornada de Iniciación Científica, JIC) is an initiative of the Universidad Tecnológica de Panamá that has been adopted by many universities in Panama. This initiative seeks to promote research among undergraduate students at the national level. It is based on a professor guiding a research project related to the course he/she is teaching.

The research projects are carried out in teams of two to four students, where they must write a scientific article, make a scientific poster and present it before a jury during the Scientific Initiation Day of every participant university. Each university organizes its own JIC and must select the projects that will represent them in the national competition.

The IEEE ComSoc Panama Chapter believes in promoting research among undergraduate students who are the future professionals in charge of solving problems in our society. That is why, by the end of 2021, the IEEE ComSoc Panama Section proposed the creation of awards for “The Best Three Telecommunications-Related Projects of the National JIC 2021.”

The projects were first filtered according to keywords and the summaries of the scientific papers, and then ComSoc Panama’s Board of Directors verified that they were focused on telecommunications-related areas. Then an external jury made up of volunteers from Panama and the Latin America Region evaluated the projects based on a pre-established rubric table. The winners were:

• First Place: Prototype of an intelligent system to introduce sign language to elementary school students using artificial vision. Students: Louis Aguilar, Omar Flores, and Elmer Jaen.
• Third Place: The challenge of connectivity and the strategies of telecommunications companies to meet the demand for Internet at the national level. Students: Jose Pineda, Jose Cedeno, and Daniel Gonzalez.

In a small but significant virtual ceremony, held in parallel during the Scientific Gala 2021 of the Technological University of Panama (UTP) on November 19, 2021, ComSoc Panama awarded the winners, who received a certificate of recognition from ComSoc Panama, one year of IEEE and ComSoc membership, cash, and the admiration and respect of the technical and general community of Panama.